Over the last few decades, neural network (NN) has been successfully employed in a wide range of applications as the joint effort from both industrial and academic communities. With its powerful approximation ability, NN has been utilized into many promising fields, such as modelling and identification of complex and nonlinear systems and optimization and automatic control. The components integrated with a complex system may interact with each other and bring difficulties to the control. Hence, research of the complex system is becoming increasingly important in both the natural and social sciences. In this special issue, we bring together a number of important works. The contributors have investigated various applications of a wide range of complex systems such as robots and transportation systems and have also achieved a number of advances in fundamental theoretical studies.
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In the field of robotics, Y. Jiang et al. investigated and surveyed the state of the art on NN based robot learning and control applications. In this work, the authors summarized recent progresses in neural networks and their applications in robots, for example, NN based robot manipulator control, NN based human robot interaction, and NN based behaviour recognition and generation. G. Gao et al. proposed a modelling and error compensation method for articulated arm coordinate measuring machine (AACMM) based on BP neural network, which shows that 97% error of the AACMM can be removed after compensation. Z. Guo et al. derived a multi-input multi-output complex nonlinear dynamic model to fully describe serial variable stiffness actuators (SVSAs) and proposed an NN-based adaptive control strategy based on feedback linearization to handle system uncertainties. R. Mei and C. Yu presented an adaptive neural output feedback control scheme for uncertain robot manipulators with input saturation using the radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) and disturbance observer. M. Wang et al. developed a dynamic learning method for an uncertain -link robot with unknown system dynamics and achieved predefined performance attributes on the link angular position and velocity tracking errors. In another work, M. Wang et al. focused on neural learning from the adaptive neural control (ANC) for a class of flexible joint manipulator with unknown dynamics under the output tracking error constraint. X. Zhang et al. presented a skill learning method by perceptionaction integration strategy from the perspective of hierarchical temporal memory (HTM) theory. B. Xu and P. Zhang proposed the sliding mode control while the adaptive design was developed using neural networks (NNs) and disturbance observer (DOB) with novel update laws for NN and DOB. L. Wang et al. proposed a three-layer perception framework based on transfer learning which improved the environmental perception ability of mobile robots during semantic navigation.
On complex system control issues, L. Song et al. The selected papers in the special issue could not cover all the recent advances of the NN technology for complex systems, yet they present the state-of-the-art progress in this area. We hope these valuable papers may enrich the knowledge in the complex systems community and provide guidance to the readers who are interested in this topic.
